
now is anyway in the hands of the social system, yet I would feel really bad to just waste day after day in such an inactiveness, particularly with the great body a nigro has, he should definitely
put it to work. The Swedish state is a rather silly one with all this prejudice-free policies, these people need some sort of soft oppression and small discrimination, only then they can rise and feel
motivate in life. Lamin is now like a chicken on the Swedish chicken which still for now is making golden eggs (or steel eggs as steel they profit from in their weapon export). Anyway, this is
neither my country but today I sort of got a vision that maybe at last I should go back to my highland... what stopped me was the fact that it lacks water but in reality, in the future there might be
allot of water filling up the lowland below as it is actually occurring more and more often with many a flood. With a bit of thinking and experience I would certainly know how to take care of my
little highland or at least its southern edge where I am actually now focusing my willing, a vision that keeps me alive. For now though I can't complain, today again I did manage quite allot, aside
for my daily update I have finished my article without any stress nor any last minute, always premeditated in due time and with time. I have been also out running despite the slow and the minus
degrees and managed to cook two meals while my dear Lamin (really a good fellow, a tribal illiterate man but good in his heart) as kept stuck in front of his Gambia projections, a savage in the
cave who gives me much intellectual nourishment otherwise (just because of the contrast he makes in this hyper civilization).

The once white walls of my sweet room now are filled with red notations where I have sketched how all the samples of the project should be positioned. Today I went as far as going down town
(meaning the center of this suburban city) and tell the curator of the much degraded art museum there that I am interested to exhibit there in three years time. Vitruvius, the Roman architect, in
one of his prologues wrote that one should never offer anything... I really think I am much of this sort but I somewhat followed up the coincidences such as getting a position at the local
university, moving in the neighborhood and finding that the place is perfectly suitable for my 12 years exhibition plan (2004-2016). The curator will talk to the director tomorrow but made it
quite clear that I should self-finance the whole event. To this extend one can say that I am certainly ready to do that, yet with certain cautions and conditions to the point that I do also want full
control, thus also self-curating and self-producing. With this in mind my brain is already at work considering prices and alternatives. Poland, the still industrial and affordable Poland might be of
help not to mention China... I will really have to design the whole thing and make use of all my knowledge. For now the most important part is the capital to which I believe I have already took
the right measures with quite a plan and much to endure. I also took up the role of tyrant, or at least house owner has Lamin left the house without cleaning all the shit he left in the kitchen from a
weekend of doing absolutely nothing. I have then edicted twelve rules which are now standing big in the entrance. I ought to trust the guy as the apartment will be in his hands for more than three
weeks now that I am leaving. I have also sent in my controversial article on the culture of the oppressed... will see how this subtle terror attack goes. For now back to measuring and planning... 

A nice day, I am really much clean and pure within, sleeping and dreaming, dreaming at night but also during the day have allot of nice thoughts... this I guess until i have to interrupt my
intimacy and have to take commuter trains and so forth to first make it to the University and then to my kid. I do earn a salary now and do try to save but really I am giving out so much, landing
money to Lamin (I gave him a hug today before I left) and making nice grocery to my ex wife, not to mention the fact that much of my saving will probably go into producing my exhibition... I
really feel in this respect like a Mongolian nomad setting up his yurt and having to dismantle it and leave again to other destinations. I will certainly perfect this nomadic art... I really anyway feel
that history is somewhat always repeating, whether I have been an Oedipus leaving his foster parents to search for his real father (killing him at the end...) whether an Ulysses making it back to
his island (in my case is an highland) with somewhat of a bounty (the Exhibit I will produce...). Yet now I feel more like an Abel, the shepherd so keen to make a great sacrifice to God (and what
a sacrifice and to what a devotion I was ready to free the small mountain in my ex wife forest to possibly build my ark/temple), an Abel killed out of jealousy from the more sedentary and farmer
like Cain, this really happens on a regular basis. Now I am Jacek's, we had a nice evening but I ought to go to rest as a flight expects me early tomorrow.   

In Denmark, the land where supposedly my ancestor came from. Nordic people finds this as joke not considering hundreds of years of invasions to the South, generalizing the Souh of Europe in
general which risks to be more and more discriminated by their subtle yet suffocating corporative colonialism. Anyway, we all come from of Africa, we should not forget and yet one can really
judge the depth of certain people also based on their history, their trauma. Here at least they had something to do with the war and have perhaps some sort of wounds to make them a bit
reflective. Today in my long walk across the Copenhagen, filming myself while conducting my usual documentation, I informally had an aim, reach the symbol of the city, the mermaid statue by
the water. It took quite a whole day, I must have walked for hours on and my left knee now is a bit soare and it is really time to rest. It was certainly rather a shift from whatever ancestor I had
from this Northern flat shore to end up to a Southern and mountainous shore... I really don't know where I belong yet most certainly it is this Southern highland the nestle of my half traumatic
childhood (i am now reading Walter Benjamin's subliminal account on his childhoold in Berlin, quite a different setting from my Alps yet not far from my present setting). I find the people here a
bit more harsh, less "beautiful" and "idyllic" the "perfect" Swedes. I probably would fit in this context a bit better although I was quite set back from their impoliteness... it took me quite
sometime to find my hotel and it was just not an option to ask a local who would just want to get rid of you, this maybe aside for girls who seem not as reserved as the ones in Sweden (maybe the
one I talk to where actually second generation immigrants... hard to tell). Anyway, the city is rather flat and humid and great yet, as many a Scandinavian city, it acquires all its charm by the
water, with long promenades and beautifully preserved old dwellings (I even ended up in some old military compound). Probably religion here as well is sort of gone, with churches turned into
museums or old book stores even saying in big letters "this is not a church". i am glad to be able to be alone and conduct all this through explorations, it would not work otherwise (maybe Jacek,
who is also in these kind of projects would be the exception). Anyway, there are times for extensive explorations and times for lighter ones when social explorations are actually done (there are
times for no explorations at all for that matter). I plan to go to sleep rather early so that I can do all my work before the conference begins, I slept very little yesternight having to keep company to
Jacek and Brett. I haven't even heard from the worst museum in town and I am not intending to boast it, if it doesn't work I will simply do a private viewing in my apartment, save all my money
and sail off after my work here is done, and all my writings delivered (and how thought provocative they start to be...)    

I really don't know if I am much cut out for this conventional academic life. I feel I am really in between social scientist and humanities but not in the least a passive theoretician. This morning I
got quite some stuff done, sending papers here and there (I just wrote one for a proposal to recover the world war heritage of my native highland and use it as a platform for the local rather then
impose on them yet another foreign design). There was quite some good presentations among us doctoral students at the university here although they mostly confined themselves to specific
cases in specific times and didn't really want to make any acrobatics and try to use them to explain our human condition or at least compare it with our present situation. Nothing of that. I feel so
much of a different humanist, using and experimenting with media to be again a super humanist. Tomorrow is my presentation, I obviously expect all the criticism from the conservative scholars
but I plan it so to shock them using 1970s Body Art as my point of departure. Ought to sleep now...

Today it was my day to present. I walk up in the hotel with a few dreams, updated my project, ate a bit of breakfast and walked to the university in the cold and gray weather with nonetheless
quite some thoughts in my head. I then waited hours for other people to present and at lunch (they really treated us very well these Danes with many receptions), at lunch I met a very interesting
professor from the States, Mark Hansen with whom I had quite a nice discussion around my topic at heart. He was then lecturing for an hour but I couldn't really follow him in his lecture
unfortunately. I will have to read his books but I am not sure either I will understand much. Nonetheless we had quite much thinking in common, mostly displeased with social media, but I feel
rather disconnected from all the philosophizing part of it,  although for me it was rather a honor to meet him. After the lecture it was my turn to give a short presentation. It was rather
performative and multi modal, starting by writing on the black board then switching to a short presentation on body art then showing my own project and so forth. I got positive feedbacks but at
the same time I felt a bit out of place... I felt I was not really a scholar although they confirmed the fact that they are really open for practitioners and few people congratulate with me, particularly
Irina, a Russian girl whose presentation on Constructivist architecture I really enjoyed. She said I am really talented and basically the best although I feel quite strange and a bit sad. It is certainly
allot that I give or at least I try to give to people but I am not sure how much they can capture out of it... I hope I do share the love!    
Waking up again in the hotel and again with a much gloomy day outside. I spent sometime with the Russian colleagues yesterday, they are rather full of joy, we sung and watched American
soap-operas in the evening but nonetheless I woke up a bit miserably. The cause is probably that these two days long conferences, with people presenting research they are mostly told to do, was
rather impoverishing. I miss my little studio where I can create and I guess I miss my kid although there is no question of me being together with a woman who is angry about my project. For
some time ago I was suggested an old fashion modern museum out of Copenhagen, I did so today, there was a show on self-portraits, really conventional stuff just show casing few recognized
artists (fuck these curators... those are boring stuff for the provincial masses). Yet a documentary of Frida Kahlo (for the matter I could have watched it at home), the extrovert and at the same
time very introvert Mexican artist, really stroke me. Her back pain after a bad accident, her exotic and more metaphysic than surrealist I would say paintings, her love for the unfaithful and older
mural artist Diego Rivera... well, all this made me reflect, she was certainly devoted, she had an heart and a great vitality made even more sensible by the physical pain caused by the accident and
the psychological one caused by Diego. Liselott has been certainly faithful but never showed any sign of devotions towards me. I am now seating in the Arabic part of the city, in a dirty
restaurant where at last I could eat some food. This city is way too prohibiting and as I said way too gloomy. I feel somewhat tire of these Western city. I don't know where I will end up, certainly
in a place that is more livable and affordable (hopefully the prices in Italy will decrease with the crisis). It is a question of time, now I am well set up North, a practical positioning where I have
platforms to produce. I should go and sleep at and old Colombian student's place, Maria, also full of vitality like Frida. Will see when her and her boyfriend will show up (it was Juan, an
homosexual Colombian artist ten years ago who dislocated my right shoulder trying to kiss me, never got better after that... I feel I am soon done with Northern Europe).

I am a passive smoker of the dolce vita of this sweet Colombian couple now hosting me in Copenhagen. I really felt rather terrible yesterday, felt like I didn't want to be in this city anymore but
actually this lasted until I met these jewel people, Maria, my exotic student, performer and musician, and Ivan a camera man who has traveled the world and made me want to go to India, sooner
or latter it will happen. After talking much with Maria and getting the feeling that one has to keep genuine in order to keep creative, I had quite a nice chat with Ivan, who told me much about the
Danish culture and particularly of India and Pakistan where he spent a long time. They occasionally smoke marijuana here in their nicely decorated attic, with many shiny robot toys and all the
nice exotic style the makes you quite relaxed (not to mention the passive inhaling of their smoke). Today they walk up rather early but I did manage to do my archiving work and then off we
went across the city (perpendicularly to my previous walk to the mermaid) and into Cristiania, the hippie community in the middle of town. I was rather happy of the fact that such architecture
was preserved by giving it to artists and that much creative work was boasted by allowing such form of semi-anarchism, although one soon realizing the there is quite some small politics and
conventions in there now, with the hippie generation now probably old and their heroic period being over. I guess it is alway a question of regeneration which all the hospitalizations and
medicines do not allow (those that are supposed to die don't die and those that are supposed to grow old and wise stress out and die). I guess for me it will come a time a relative stability but then
who knows where I will end up, it is clear though that I have to keep up my immaterial saving and don't get heavy by for instance undertaking big and expensive productions and so forth. As for
my Exhibits in fact I thought to go for smaller gallery places or just build miniatures or presenting single works in whatever venues rather than undertaking giant stuff, one piece at the time I
guess while the Virtual part of the project shows them all together. In this way I can keep on traveling and be light and actually fulfill my project, not to mention surviving without using up all
my savings. 

Scandinavia was probably a place to retire and hibernate, now is certainly the place of insomnia, with all its artificial lightings and technical effects. I had to be with some Colombians to get
asleep in the exotic interior of a certainly charming town but as certainly most depressing. Well, not to run for judgments, I might be the depressed one now away for my kid, starting a new life
alone yet I do recall my Copenhagen classmates some ten years ago all taking depressing pills and smoking weed. The weather is most certainly gloomy and if any of my ancestors came from
here, they must have certainly rejoiced of the crystal clear weather across the Alps. As the transcendentalist Emerson pointed out after loosing his wife, going abroad doesn't help, joy is found in
one's own domestic interior and this is why possibly for my future trips I rather go and live somewhere instead of being the consumptive tourist type... some years to go to then though. For now I
will be putting away my small capital. I can't wait to be back and keep building my interior but I have several weeks traveling in front of me and for now the only thing decided is not to take any
decisions such as getting into producing a giant exhibit without support or traveling anywhere in particular. Today, in the small jungle interior of my Colombian friends I have just indulged
sleeping while they left the house. I then cleaned up their kitchen (they told me not to but it was the least) and got into my Archive update which took rather long, with several month productions
ending today and still some video-editing to do for the meta part of the project but I am not giving to that any priority, it is just a side thing which shouldn't get me frustrated as it did in the last
months. My plane is soon leaving, can't wait to be a bit with my kid and have a small Christmas celebration together before we are off, him to his roots (his future countryside place) and me to
mine (my old mountains now much corrupted by centralized politics).     

I feel rather sad coming to my little son after so many years together, years in which I have always thought for his best, a best that do not seem to cope with the social reality, me forced to go to
work and him forced to go to school. I hope these years were not in vane but I do not believe so, something will stay with him as something stayed with me of my biological father, despite we
spent only few days together after a 30 years separation. The world is different now, illusions came less and he probably gave me other eyes to look at it, the angry eyes of emancipation. The
university is not helping either. I have realized today that I am not a scholar and I will not be one. Once the game is over I will withdraw from that comfortable world of sophism, how far from
saying anything relevant this people are. Anyhow, today I was examined about this article I wrote and found everyone much shocked and upset with it as I did not followed any academic
standards as I was worried about style, a style which I intuitively adopt to account on something and bringing forward historical comparisons without really any implicit answer, as a parable of
some sort where only people with ears can understand. Paradoxically it was an Azerbaijan guy with giant years to be the most obstinate and critical, not to mention the lesbian and feminist
professor... in what hood I ended up! Anyhow, I comply, get my money stay with my kid and with my work, eventually these money will serve me as a backup. Later I have rushed to my kid
with whom I celebrated our first Christmas separated, how dreadfully sad and unnecessary this split. I felt so sad walking him to a pizzeria and sharing a small pizza with him and playing
snowballs on top of big piles by the parking-lot of the supermarket, so sad that I am still now wet in my eyes. I wish we could still be together but then try to put myself in all the frustration
experienced while living with Liselott. I feel so much purer now and probably this sadness is the Christmas that will draw us apart but also a feeling that it might not work for me here. I am
getting closer and closer to something called Italian theory made up of Italian theorists like me living nomadically around the world. I am probably doomed to this state and in this state I will not
tale any decision but just keep on in present existence making the most out of it. I have my doubts of course as now I am sort of quite rootless and very much forgotten... in a state of
disappearance. I made just end up learning how to create a Virtual video-game like world of my project, this inspired by my kid making fantastic Virtual worlds.

Steffan, my supervisor, is some kind of a psychologist. I felt so much in conflict with my academic situation and I probably did manifest that, but at last, in our monthly meeting, he sort of put
me in a good direction, I believe. I was going to give up many things, possibly even my 12 years exhibition, but he kept me motivated and gave me a further insight in the realm of memory or
remembering, setting somewhat my "memory theater" at the crossroad between space and time. Something I will probably get into but first, ahead of me, after the Christmas holidays, are three
full months of much academic training, covering the humanities of the 20th century. After dealing with some more additional writings for my quite rejected examination paper (I tend to try to get
this things out of the way), Ludmila, a small Russian girl, took me to the small faculty gym. What a surprise to find a boxing sack... I immediately resumed my punching technique and after
many years, also resumed a bit of body building with the few weights available. In my teens I thought that I should have kept up building my body, that the more I was training the more I was
going to get big. It was actually the case to a certain point and I wonder if it is not the same with my mind training now. Anyway I do like to cultivate my body and mind as a true Roman, I did
enjoy it and that certainly increases my spirit. Now I am home... have to cook a bit and then fix a few things prior my departure to the Roman empire once again!

At my sister's place, her kid screaming like an eagle at this late hour. I walk up some 20 hours ago going through the industrial area surrounding my neighborhood, walking at night through
railroads and streets to reach the bus terminal, eventually taking me to the low fare airport and flying all the way across the Alps. It has been quite a few days now without a penny. The lost
money I gave to Lamin to survive these days alone but the guy sent it to his mother in Gambia and I basically could not even afford a bus from the airport to Bergamo train station and I had to
walk, with climate conditions pretty similar to that I left in the deep North, just that the mountains and noble buildings were making the whole much more interesting but also a big level of
corruption such as all the dirt, the many immigrants (many who also forced into prostitution and so forth) and an awful traffic. Jacek was there to rescue me, we took some old and packed trains
to  place where we met She is visibly quite concerned about me now living alone yet got soon rather reassured also thanks to Jacek kindness and charm. I later took him
across the city and to look at ancient churches and villas on the hills despite the dark. We were quite inspired, he really wants to open a company together proposing walking as a business model,
basically urban explorations and mapping, what I really like. The city and Italy is beautiful yet I am not sure I could fit in a mentality which is quite bourgeois but probably this is everywhere.

I was really skeptical about driving out with Jacek to South Tirol. The weather was almost a Swedish one and I feel like I do not stand so much the bourgeoisie life infecting and corrupting the
whole flat land, the mountains being really the barrier to this hemorrhage. We actually came up here and found a nice hostel with an excellent Umbrian cook then off we went on a soft walk. It
was like being in a black and white movie. We just walk and walk up a ski slope after taking a ski lift half way and hitting a trail with much snow. We kept following the trail upwards, like some
sort of Jeremiah Johnson. We cross several ridges but then Jacek got in front and we tested the snow which was really icy. We just provoked a powerful avalanche and were just sucked in it,
draw down in a furious power for hundreds of meter till luckily enough a bush stopped us, right by a cliff. We were rather emotionally stirred but then took a good breath and slowly tried to walk
perpendicularly till we finally found a way out. Meantime the dolomite cliffs got beautifully colored by the sun and we got out of danger walking again on the safe slope. We did try to make it all
the way up the other side but were just terrified about slipping sown again. We turned back to the hostel and it was rather fun to slide down with our asses and recall such thrilling adventure...
fabulous! After a pizza we stood by the fire place of the hostel playing old games and talking to the 90 years old mother of the cook, Fernarda. She told us about the war and I made her a drawing
of Joseph and Mary with little Jesus in the barn. She was so happy and made me all sorts of compliments... it so nice to give talent out this way and do not sell it to the devil. I don't even wanna
go back to just circumnavigate this paradise with Jacek till he leaves on Sunday.

A nice ride across the Dolomites and into South Tirol over many high and breath taking paths with pig peaks tanning at the sun. We did not really stop in any of the touristic sky resorts but by




